
* Blackout dates apply, including holidays and other dates. ** Excluding Friends and Family, Interline, or if otherwise stipulated in the terms and conditions of the offer concerned. *** Club Med maintains the right to refuse this program to anyone at our discretion. (1) The recommended friend 
can use his $100 discount at the time of their first reservation, this is limited to one discount per booking. By ‘recommended friend’ we mean any household made up of no more than 2 adults and their respective underage children, declaring residence in Canada at the same address, 
all of whom are ‘new customers’ of Club Med (namely without a Club Med membership number or having a membership number but not having stayed at Club Med in the past 10 years). By recommending a friend, the sponsor agrees to communicate their first name, last name and 
GM number to his recommended friend so that the recommended friend can benefit from his discount. Offer valid only through the Club Med Contact Center or approved Travel Agents (Club Med maintains the right to refuse this program to anyone at our discretion). Offer valid for new 
individual bookings only. Offer requires a 5-night minimum stay. Offer not combinable with Friends and Family, Interline or if otherwise stipulated in the terms and conditions of an offer. Offer subject to capacity control. Club Med reserves the right to change these terms and conditions 
at any time. Blackout dates apply, including holidays and other dates. The recommended friend and the sponsor must not live in the same house or be married and the booking must be in the recommended friend’s name. Recommended friend and sponsor must both be resident in 
Canada. (2) The Referral Reward Credit is available for redemption 29 days before the recommended friend’s departure date and is valid for a period of 12 months from this date. The sponsor GM will be informed of this by email. Only one Referral Reward Credit can be used per booking. 
By ‘sponsor GM’, we mean any household made up of no more than 2 adults and their respective underage children, declaring residence in Canada at the same address, at least one of whom has stayed to Club Med in the past 10 years. Only one Referral Reward Credit is redeemable 
per booking. Offer valid only through the Club Med Contact Center or approved Travel Agents (Club Med maintains the right to refuse this program to anyone at our discretion). Offer valid for new individual bookings only. Offer requires a 5-night minimum stay. Offer not combinable with 
Friends and Family, Interline or if otherwise stipulated in the terms and conditions of an offer. Offer subject to capacity control. Club Med reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time. Blackout dates apply, including holidays and other dates. The recommended friend 
and the sponsor must not live in the same house or be married and the booking must be in the sponsor’s name. Recommended friend and sponsor must both be resident in Canada. (3)The number of hotel nights the recommended friend spends at Club Med are automatically added to the 
sponsor GM’s account on the month following the return of the recommended friend, limited to no more than 10 recommended friends per sponsor GM and per year. The sponsor GM will only receive the cumulated nights of one member (with the highest number of nights) from each of 
his recommended friends’ households. General conditions: For Turkoise all guests must be 18 years old and older. For Columbus Isle, all guests must be 2 and older. Prices include the GST and PST Club Med is not responsible for errors or omissions. Club Med Membership fees of $60 
per adult and $30 per child are additional. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. For travel services booked with a Québec Travel Consultant, prices exclude the clients’ contribution to the Indemnity Fund, which amounts to $1 per $1,000 of travel services purchased. Québec permit.

DISCOVER CLUB MED’S REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM 

sharing is caring 

$100 OFF
THEIR FIRST CLUB MED VACATION (3)

Over 65 all-inclusive resorts worldwide

$200 OFF
YOUR NEXT VACATION (1)

EXTRA NIGHTS
CREDITED TO YOUR 
GREAT MEMBER ACCOUNT (2)

RECOMMENDED

FRIEND
Valid for all destinations throughout the year 
and combinable with other available offers.*

Valid for all destinations throughout the year 
and combinable with other available offers.*

SPONSOR
Upon returning from vacation, each night your 
friend spent at Club Med will be automatically 
added to your Great Member account.

TO RECOMMEND A FRIEND, IT’S SIMPLE !
Your friend only needs to provide your G.M.® number and name when booking their first Club Med vacation.

INSPIRE OTHERS!
We know you’re already telling everyone about how much fun you have on your Club Med vacations. Now, with the 
referral rewards program, you can give your nearest and dearest yet another reason to come discover Club Med: 
a generous discount. And you’ll be rewarded too! Sharing your vacations can take you further than you think.

To learn more and book your stay, 
please contact your travel agency.  


